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June 11, 2018

1. Monument:
a.

Due to the apparent dimensions of the Beam, is it acceptable to build this in 3
pieces out of 1 inch material rather than looking for solid dimensional lumber of
that size?
We prefer wood or another material with the same look.

b.

The beam appears to be about 6"x16"x12'. Is that correct? I don’t have specs on
the beam size,
The beam would need to accommodate the cabinet weight and wind load, not
sure if engineering is needed to determine?

c.

Can Rough Sawn Cedar be substituted?
Yes

d.

The roof is to be matched to Bristol and fabricated of aluminum. Is the painted
finish the only match to Bristol, or are there other aspects to match also?
The top is curved to match the roof, bronze is the preferred color,

e.

Sign cabinet is described in the drawing as internally illuminated, while in the
Specifications sheet it is described as Carved Style from HDU. Is aluminum
fabrication acceptable to achieve the same end appearance?
Yes, aluminum is acceptable.
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f.

Can we assume that Colorado Buff Sandstone is typical of that which is generally
quarried, or is there a specific type from the local area required?
Colorado Buff Sandstone is the specific type required, it matches the stone on
the Academic Center building on campus.

g.

Column caps are aluminum fabrication with an approved bronze painted finish?
Yes

2. Pylon:
a. What is the attachment of face? Exposed and countersunk paint matched?
Existing aluminum routed face is countersunk and painted.

b. What is required in demolition of existing face and non-illuminated sign? Simple
removal of aluminum or acrylic flat face only, or is there a structure as well to be
removed?
The existing pylon face will need to be removed to cut a replacement face with the
exact dimensions, it can be discarded afterwards. We would like to save the existing
non-illuminated wood sign, the existing solar panels can be used to illuminate the
new sign.

3. Looking at the provided sketch, it states that some of the metal work and rock work is to
match existing. Can you provide me with what the existing is?
The stone should match the stone on the Academic Center, Colorado Buff Sandstone.
The metal is bronze.
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